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Gold – FOMC-led cycle lows are rising  FOMC meetings have marked cycle lows for gold, and additional hikes have been a headwind for prices  Gold’s price floor is weakened by India’s administrative hurdles, but 3% GST welcomed by the industry  Cycle lows are rising and upside risk to prices increases on gold’s third test of USD 1,300/oz Suki Cooper +1 212 667 0319



Figure 1: The past three Fed hikes have marked the cycle lows for gold
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A hawkish Fed could expose gold’s softer floor The past three Fed hikes have marked cycle lows for gold, and coupled with a likely softer physical floor in the coming weeks, support levels for the gold price have weakened. However, the cycle lows have risen after each of the past hikes. In line with expectations, the June 25bps hike was widely telegraphed, but unexpectedly weak CPI and employment data has moderated market expectations for additional hikes. The Fed continued to signal one additional hike for this year, but if the market starts pricing in the end to the current hiking cycle, this would remove a major headwind for gold and allow prices to breach the stubborn USD 1,300/oz threshold in a sustained move higher, in our view. If not, while it appeared the floor for prices had risen, physical demand has now weakened. In India, the highly anticipated Goods and Services Tax (GST) council announced a special rate of 3% for gold, which replaces the excise duty (1%) and state VAT (around 1%), leaving the import duty (10%) intact. While a 2012 National Sample Survey Office (NSSO) survey shows that higher taxes do not necessarily deter gold purchases, there is likely to be a temporary obstacle for demand, as market participants realign their systems. The GST is designed to eliminate regional differences and improve flows, and is perceived to be low enough by jewellers to reduce the impact of unofficial gold trade. Jewellery trade associations have welcomed the rate as positive, longer-term. We believe that Q1-2017 demonstrated the resilience of gold demand, and it is likely to bounce back; but administrative hurdles over the coming weeks suggest that demand will weaken, providing a softer floor for prices.
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Top reads 1. On the Ground – UK – Politics shocks again 2. At a Glance – Commodities – Looking for clues 3. On the Ground – Offshore Renminbi – Change is in the air 4. The Rates Standard – Inflation headfake? 5. On the Ground – Commodity Roadmap – Oil market is pricing a surplus, data shows a deficit
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Risk on: Long high-beta/commodity-linked FX vs short low-beta FX/gold Risk off: Long low-beta FX/gold vs short high-beta/commodity-linked FX
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Recent publications Commodity Alert – Normalisation of crude flows, but weak
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Figure 3: Standard Chartered Research trading portfolio – Rates (model portfolio) Trade
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